
MEMORIAL OF ALFRED WANDKE

L. C. Gnarox, Hantard' Uniaersity, Cambridge, Massachusetts'

Alfred Wandke was born at Lisbon Falls, Maine, on May 13, 1887,

graduated from Lewiston High School in 1906, from Bowdoin College

in 1910, and from the Graduate School at Harvard in 1917. After many

years spent in Mexico as mining geologist and mine operator' he was

developed in this enthusiastic scientist.

wandke inherited from his German-born parents a constitution tough

as leather, a serious driving power that never tired, a sunniness that

never dimmed, and a mind that never ceased inquiring. His high-pressure

devotion to work and study while growing to maturity was balanced

by a spontaneous joy in athletics and an unquenchable liking for human

U.itrgt. Reaching his goal of a thorough training by the route of self-

support, he came relalively late to the professional study of geology;

but when he received his doctorate at the age of 30 his power was pro-

markable "photographic" memory, which enabled him to carry in mind

a wealth oI details regarding the underground, and which he later put

to such excellent use in the finding of previously unsuspected ore shoots

in centuries-old mines of Mexico.

Wandke was sent to Mexico in 1923 by the New York management of
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mountain road leading to one of these mines that a wheel gave way on a

curve and plunged him to his death.
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improving program of geological research in the Central plateau which

His geological writings are not numerous; but they reveal a pene-
trating insight and understanding of high order. Those of the later years
in particular, produced when his major duties demanded the utmost in

simplified form in which it was then visualized; the clearly recorded
testimony of filled veins of low dip at Guanajuato in support of the
thesis that the fracture walls were spread by the pressure ira.rsmitted
by the ore-forming solutionsl and the evidence deduced from cross-
cutting veins at Tepezala that the pyrometasomatic processes are in-
timately related to the hypothermal.

wandke's capacity for friendship was as deep and constant as his
power to work. His letters to old friends were exhuberant, informing
and genuine. rn his professional domain and in his home he revealed
generosity, good cheer and the joy of learning and doing. He fought the
good fight, and he died in harness, as would have been his wish.
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